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SCHEDULE OF ORAL REPORTS

Note: Those of you presenting on Monday will prepare a written evaluation for each of Tuesday’s presentations. Those of you presenting on Tuesday will prepare the written evaluation for each of Monday’s presentations. Please give attention to the advice in the syllabus about good reports both in giving your report and in evaluating the reports of others. Evaluations are due at the completion of each class session. A form will be provided.

Tuesday: Achieving Practical Equality for Women
No First Amendment Protection for Pornography–Elizabeth Ditlevson
Prohibit Sex Discrimination in the Military–Robin Fries
Non-sexist Congressional Definition of Marriage–Dallas Klever-Crowley
Tax Incentives to Businesses with On-site Daycare Facilities–Sarah Sander

Wednesday: Race, Sex, & Education
End Racial Preferences in Higher Education Admissions–Brian Hatvick
Affirmative Action in College Admissions–Shannon Starch
Sex-segregated Public Schools Violate the Equal Protection Clause–Carrie Temm